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ReseaRch & communication 2020
2020 a year to remember – for many things! 
AAU ranks as the world’s best university in terms of 
SDG 4 – Quality Education. “Green research” from AAU 
has higher impact than any other Danish university. 
And once again, AAU produces more BFI-points based 
on research grants than anyone else in the country. As 
the figures reflect, internal and external collaboration 
is high on the agenda.
AAU ranks as the world’s best 
university in terms of SDG 4: 
Quality Education
Source: THE Impact Rankings 2020
AAU publications rank as No. 25 
in the world in terms of SDG 7: 
Affordable and Clean Energy 
Source: SciVal
AAU publications rank as No. 85 in 
the world in terms of SDG 9: Indus-
try, Innovation and Infrastructure
Source: SciVal
In 2019, 59% of AAU’s publications are 
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Green research from AAU has more impact than 
other Danish universities.  
Source: ufm.dk
Source: Pure
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